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After obtaining a pair of surplus Motorola Starpoint channel modems to use as SSB exciters at WC2XSR/13
on 168 KC, I wanted to build an amplifier to boost the power to about 400 watts, which is the maximum
licensed transmitter output power for WC2XSR/13.
A 400 Watt Low Frequency SSB Linear Amplifier
Buy Sound Storm EV4.400 Evolution 400 Watt, 4 Channel, 2 to 8 Ohm Stable Class A/B, Full Range Car
Amplifier: Everything Else - Amazon.com FREE DELIVERY possible on eligible purchases
Amazon.com: Sound Storm EV4.400 Evolution 400 Watt, 4
An operational amplifier (often op-amp or opamp) is a DC-coupled high-gain electronic voltage amplifier with
a differential input and, usually, a single-ended output. In this configuration, an op-amp produces an output
potential (relative to circuit ground) that is typically hundreds of thousands of times larger than the potential
difference between its input terminals.
Operational amplifier - Wikipedia
Buy Pyle 4 Channel Marine Amplifier - Compact Power 400 Watt RMS 4 OHM Full Range Stereo &
Waterproof - Wireless Bluetooth Receiver Audio Speaker with LCD Digital Screen - PFMRA440BB:
Multichannel Amplifiers - Amazon.com FREE DELIVERY possible on eligible purchases
Amazon.com: Pyle 4 Channel Marine Amplifier - Compact
Description . The TPA3118D2 evaluation module showcases TIâ€™s 30-W Stereo Analog Input Class-D
Audio Amplifier with a small number of external components mounted on a circuit board that can be used to
directly drive a speaker with an external analog audio source as the input; the evaluation module can also be
configured as a 60-W, Class-D mono audio amplifier in PBTL mode.
30-W Stereo Analog Input Class-D Audio Amplifier
This power amp design is based on the sx-Amplifier topology, but with the TIS and output stage re-configured
for class AB operation, enabling it to deliver 100 W into 8 Ohms.
Ovation nx-Amplifier: A High Performance 100 W class AB
Release date 2018-06-19 07:42 Date of issue 2018-06-19 132958_eng.xml Technical data KFD2-SR2-Ex1.W
2 Refer to "General Notes Relating to Pepperl+Fuchs Product Information".
Switch Amplifier KFD2-SR2-Ex1.W Features Assembly
100 Watt sub woofer amplifier - Working and Circuit diagram with parts list
100 Watt sub woofer amplifier - Working and Circuit diagram
product description : 50 W Class A linear UHF Amplifier. Designed for TV transposers and transmitters,
Avionix, this amplifier incorporates microstrip technology and discrete linear push-pull transistors with diffused
emitter ballast resistors to enhance ruggedness and reliability.This is a complete factory tested amplifier.
ELECTRONIC STUDIO - RF AMPLIFIERS LINEAR AMPLIFIER FM
16 SAMPLE SYSTEM #2 2 channels of input 4 channels of 2-way high pass, subwoofer channel in low pass
5 â€¢ Fault Monitor LED on the top panel notifies you of blown power supply fuses. â€¢ 1/2 ohm Drive Ability
(Subwoofer Channel only) - The subwoofer channel on the REFERENCE405s amplifier is designed to drive
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